A Teacher’s Guide to

TIME BANDITS
(formerly The Magical Millennium Tour)

Presented by the
Cernan Earth and Space Center
Triton College
River Grove, Illinois

  
    


                
               
               
         

     
               
                
          
              
                
               
               
               
         
              
            
               
              
               
                 
             
    
               
              
              
               
               
             

                
                
           
                    
          

   
                  
    

             
                 
               
      

              
                 
                     
                
                 
               
   

               
                
                 
                 
              
      

             
                
          

             
                   
                 


   
      
                    
              
                
      




               
                   
                  
               
                
    

            
                 
              
                
                 
                   
                 
          

           
                   
                  
             

       
     


    

            
         
               

             
            
   

   
                 
 

    
                 
              
                 
               
                   
              
      

   
                  
                  
                
   

  
               
                
             

  
              
                 
     

  
                 
     

  
               
                 
             

 
                 
        

 
                   
                 
                 
              

 
               

  
             
         

   
               
             
 

 
               
                 


              
             
              
               

                
    
                
             
       

Time Bandits
This is the Cernan Center program that you made a reservation to see. Below is some basic
information about the show that should help you prepare your class for their upcoming visit.
Show title:
Grade Level:
Length:

Time Bandits
3rd grade and up
40 minutes

Summary of show:
This multi-media planetarium program takes viewers on an imaginary trip backwards and
forwards in time to investigate the history of time keeping.
The program begins on New Year’s Eve in the year 1999. Four children – Emily, Albert,
Meg and Kristin – are playing in their parent’s attic while mom and dad host a millennium party
downstairs. With the lights turned off, the children gaze out at the stars. Meg identifies Capella, a
bright star that is 42 light years away, the same age as her mother. The children briefly discuss this,
and Albert explains why some people say the millennium will start in 2000 while others insist it
doesn’t start until 2001. They conclude that timekeeping in general is an invention of man and that
different cultures use different calendars to mark the passage of time.
In the attic near the children is a grandfather clock. When the clock strikes 13 times, they
realize that it’s broken. When Meg crawls inside the clock to attempt a repair, she is magically
transported into space, where she meets an alien creature named Zontar, the time bandit. Zontar
explains that they were now in a place called Zaria, which is a space-time tunnel system that allows
rapid transport to different places and times throughout the universe. Meanwhile, back in the attic,
the other three children try to rescue Meg, but instead they too are pulled into Zaria.
Zontar escorts the four children to a variety of destinations. At the children’s request, they
explore the farthest planet Pluto and its moon Charon, and then travel to the other extreme in the
solar system – Mercury. Finally, they return to earth and discuss how people measure the passage of
time. They come to realize that the earth’s rotation determines the day, the moon’s revolution
determines the month, and the earth’s revolution determines the year. They explain how 10 days
were removed from the calendar in 1582 to bring it back in agreement with the seasons. Farther
back in time, they discuss how the Babylonians invented our “60-second, 60-minute, 24-hour”
method of measuring time, as well as astrology and the Zodiac. They learn that the days of our
week were a Roman invention, and they discuss that next.
Zontar then transports the children into the next millennium (the year 3000), where they
explore Mars. In this hypothetical look into the future, humans are not only living on Mars in the
year 3000, but our descendents have built Martian cities and used advanced technology to transform
Mars into an earth-like environment.
Emily wonders when humans first began measuring time, and Zontar transports them back
to central France during the last ice age, when prehistoric people first measured and recorded the

cycles of the moon. The children speculate on how the earth would be different (i.e. it would spin
much faster) if it had no moon.
Sun clocks first came into existence in ancient Egypt, followed by similar versions in China
and England. Our time travelers are next brought to Stonehenge to explore that unique structure
located on the plains of England. Finally, Zontar introduces the children to our more recent
timekeeping devices, including water clocks, candles, bells, the first mechanical clocks, and the
most accurate time keepers of all – today’s atomic clocks.
A brief question-and-answer period follows the presentation.

Pre-visit Preparation:
Like all the dome theater shows presented at the Cernan Center, no preparations are needed
for students to enjoy and learn from their visit. If, however, you would like to conduct some previsit class discussions, you can start by using information contained in the “Summary of Show”
and/or the “Post-visit Activities” sections of this Teacher’s Guide.
Post-visit Activities:
After your visit to the Cernan Center, you may wish to discuss one or more of the following
topics with your class, or perhaps have your students research the topics themselves and prepare a
report or oral presentation.








Have your class research other calendars (Hebrew, Arabic, etc.) to determine what the current
year is according to them. When will the next century or millennium year occur on each of these
other calendars?
Discuss the units that we use to measure time. Which units are related to natural cycles, and
which are purely inventions of man?
Have your class invent another way of measuring time on earth, that would replace the second,
minute and hour. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this new timekeeping system.
Time Bandits mentions an imaginary unit of time used by future colonists on Mars called the
“martoo.” Have your class devise and explain a new method of measuring time for future
Martian explorers. Is it related to the natural cycles of Mars, or completely man-made?
During the 17th and 18th centuries, one of the most challenging scientific problems was how to
construct a time keeping device that could maintain accurate time aboard ship. Since clocks of
the day depended on pendulums that didn’t work on the heaving decks of seafaring ships,
mariners had no way to accurately determine their ship’s longitude. To encourage a solution,
governments established major prizes for anyone whose method or device proved successful.

Have your students research this lesser known piece of science history. Suggested reading: The
Illustrated Longitude by Dava Sobel. Published by Walker and Company, 1998, $32.95.








Have your students select one type of timekeeping device (ancient or modern) and do a written
or oral report on how it works, its advantages and disadvantages, how accurately it keeps time,
and if and when it was replaced by a better method of timekeeping.
Other suggested reading about the history of timekeeping is Time’s Pendulum: From Sundials
to Atomic Clocks, the Fascinating History of Timekeeping and How Our Discoveries Changed
the World, by Jo Ellen Barnett. Published by Harcourt Press, 1999, $14.00.
As a more advanced research project, have some of your students conduct library research to
develop a list of stars and their distances from earth in light years. One this list has been created,
ask the students to identify important events in history that occurred when light from each star
began its long journey to earth.
Once each month, the Cernan Center sponsors a Monthly Skywatch program on a Saturday
night, which discusses the current night sky and what can be observed. Afterwards, the public is
invited to look through telescopes set up on the front lawn of the Cernan Center (weather
permitting) to observe for themselves the visible planets, craters on the moon and other celestial
objects. If students don’t have access to a telescope, they can always attend a Monthly Skywatch
to look through ours. For upcoming dates, please call the Cernan Center at (708) 583-3100 or
visit us online at www.triton.edu/cernan and click on “Monthly Skywatch” located on the left
navigation bar.

  
            
               
              
              
 

   
              
         
          

            
            
           
           

           
         
     
            
             
              
           

           
     
   
  
 

  
    
     
           
   





         
  
  
   
  
 
 

         

  
  
  
  
 
 

          
   
  
 
  
   
 

        
  
  
    
  
 
 
               
               
       



 
               
         

               
          

   
 

 


   
 
   
 
   
  
  
  
 

 

     
  
  
 

  
 
 
  
 

 

               
               
       

